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china used capital more efficiently
It is interesting to note that there was only a small difference
between the two in the marginal savings/income ratio, or the pro-
portion of additional income ploughed back as investment. This
ratio was 0.27 for India and 0.33 for China—that is, approximately
30 per cent of the additional income was used for investment.
Thus, even with similar marginal savings/income ratios, the growth
in China was much more rapid. This was also due to the fact that
a more efficient use of investments was made in China. The marginal
capital/output ratio, or the amount of additional investment
required for a unit of additional output, was 3 to 3.5 in India ;
while in China this ratio was about 2. This difference was in part
due to concentration of investments in the transport and com-
munications sector in India—a sector relatively more developed
in India than in China, and yet, for reasons which will no doubt
have to be sought in the non-economic fields, India poured
in nearly one-third of the public investments in it. It was also due
to obtaining larger increments in agricultural output with rela-
tively low investments in agriculture.
The low capital/output ratio need not be interpreted as solely
arising from the utilization of a very low level of technology :
for instance, from the attempt—now almost abandoned—to obtain
additional output of modern steel through small blast furnaces in
China. The ability to attain a low capital/output ratio and thereby
a much more efficient use of the scarce factor of investment is
connected with the whole field of social planning; more specifically,
with the ability of the planning agencies to utilize to the maximum
the potential productive resources which are essential for an eco-
nomy to grow. These efforts also include the use of unemployed
and under-employed labour organized on a vast scale to create
socially necessary capital works (local irrigation works, control of
soil erosion, afforestation, roacls, schools, etc) ; more intensive
exploitation of existing modern facilities (which are seriously
under-utilized in India, despite the talk about shortage of capital-
factories that work only one shift and that too inefficiently, idle
capacity in the transport system, under-utilization of railway
tracks and rolling stock ; acres and acres of land which produces
barely a little more than the seed thrown into it; the absence

